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Swami: Excellent. Good afternoon guys. 
 
Students: Good afternoon Swami. 
 
Swami: I'll start my speak from my Jesus Temple. Pack up all the 
luggage, the music instruments, pack up the instruments. Can 
everybody chant five times, Om Karam, guys?  
 
Students: (Chant Om five times) 
 
Swami: Ganesh mantra three times.  
 
Students: (Chant Ganesh mantra three times) 
 
Swami: Welcome my Dear Divine Souls, your Swami is starting the 
program one day little earlier - just little introduction. Satya, dharma, 
shanti, prema, the four pillars of the universe…there is no limit for 
the satya - there is no limit for the dharma - there is no limit for the 
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shanti - there is no limit for the prema… but something there is a 
limit. What it is?  
Meher Baba always he says, "Be happy, don’t worry, be happy, don’t 
worry." I don’t know the Maha Maya, Her play, which angle She 
comes, I keep warning you. But one thing I can strongly, bravely can 
say it, wherever is the prema is there, the love is there, automatically 
stithapregnatha will come. Stithapregnatha is nothing but… there is 
no sadness, there is no happiness, you are in the between as a dusk 
time. It’s not sunset, it’s not the dark, it’s between… dusk time.  
Millions of years the Kala Chakra is keep running. Billions of souls is 
coming and going. How many people is really recognizing what is 
the real truth, satya? Ok Swami, you do have the, some palm leafs. 
Many people have the, some palm leafs. Bible says one thing, Koran 
says one thing, Bhagavad Gita says something, one great philosopher 
says something but where is ultimate final the truth?  
Truth is nothing but to know the clarity, the awareness of your 
consciousness. Don’t misunderstand here. The awareness… 
awareness is different and consciousness is different. This Maya loka, 
to win it you really need a knowledge. Knowledge is nothing but a 
boat. A boat you can drive yourself, or a professional teacher, a 
master can guide you in a proper way and he can make you to reach 
your destiny. “Swami, where is my destiny?” Another question. 
Destiny is nothing but completely dissolving in the consciousness. 
Once you dissolved in the consciousness… that is the final merging. 
Not with Mother, not with Father, beyond them.  
Lord Hanuman, he is still in his physical body existing. You can read 
the Maha Ramayana. Shiva, he is still existing with his physical body. 
Mother Divine, yes, still She’s existing with the physical body. Jesus 
Christ, yes, still he’s existing with his physical body but he might 
change any form whenever he want to, wherever he want to, it’s a 
fact. To recognize that, it’s only possible with the clarity 
consciousness connections.  
Strokes is different, consciousness strokes is different, siddhis is 
different, miraculous powers is different, bhakti yoga is different, 
pure bhakti is good, shakti is good but where is your consciousness? 
Forget about your mind, your heart, your soul, whatever your 
thoughts, “Swami, how we really can get the consciousness stage? Is 
it really possible in this lifetime to get that? How it will look, the 
consciousness stage? How we really can experience the 
consciousness?”  
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I told you, a flower is holding the honey but without using the bee, 
the process, beehive, whatever it is, getting the honey from the flower 
directly, that is nothing but purely consciousness. Jesus Christ, he got 
completely healed through Mother Womb Chakra. Without her 
consciousness stage, she cannot able to… Mother Mary, she cannot 
able to heal him, to made him to alive. Shirdi Baba, he did several 
times of the Kandhana Yoga.  
It’s nothing but his consciousness stage here what I am talking about. 
Everything is possible where you are, in which direction, the 
direction in a sense, in the Womb Chakra, or Hrudaya Chakra, Kama 
Chakra, Kala Chakra, Kundalini yoga, Nabi yoga. These all taking 
the… every chakras come to one point. You can see the consciousness 
stage. Na ma shi va ya. It looks na ma shi va ya, what is this? As 
gigantic Shiva temple, there is a small Shiva lingam there and you’re 
worshipping it, and you’re pouring the milk, you’re pouring the 
honey, you’re pouring the yogurt, you’re pouring the rose water, 
you’re pouring coconut water, you’re doing abishek. Why you’re 
doing it? Without, you don't know what you’re really doing it, 
chanting certain prayers, but your consciousness is receiving that 
supernatural energy in you. How you’re receiving it? From 
tomorrow onwards I will explain as fast as I can, by grace of the 
Mother. 
Shirdi Baba, he’s a fakir. Fakir means simple character with a begging 
bowl… but he’s not a fakir, he’s a kabir. Kabir means richest guy in 
the planet. But even though he lived as a fakir in his life, carrying 
unbelievable abilities… one word of his master, “Go stay in Shirdi, 
your lifestyle is as a fakir.”  “Well, ok, I will do that.” Here again I am 
coming the point. As a dedication, no matter what, “Yes, I follow you 
master.” Baba’s master is Venkusa, he done it, he made it, he got the 
Samadhi. But he said, “From my Samadhi, whoever need help, I will 
help them no matter what.” Again he said…you have to carefully 
listen this point, “If you look at me, I will look at you. If you look at 
me.”  First he gave a chance to you, “Then I will look at you.” That’s 
not a joke statement.  
So, my Dear Divine Souls, if you seen the global-wide different 
religious people, different philosophy people, different healers, 
different techniques, different power objects, different samadhis, 
power objects, more depth of power objects… pretty good I tired, 
tired in sense from my childhood days, keep go, go, go, go, go, go… 
Where he want me to go? I don’t know. He’s making me to go, he 
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wanted me to stop. He stops it. If you want me to go, he’ll make me 
to go.  
You came here guys… I’m heartfully advising you, don’t miss the 
chance. Don’t miss the chance. Certain statements I really want to 
make it today… to be honest, I don’t have that much guts today to 
make a deal with him and make a statements. Tonight I will make it, 
compromise with him then I will proceed… Of course I have 
strongest confident, so far eighty percent I winned it, twenty percent 
he winned it. Now I want 99.99999% to winning with him in any 
circumstance whatever it is, any deal.  Like a Big Boss Jesus Christ, he 
made a deal, ok, with Mother, “Do whatever you want. I want to go 
this way.” Done. Now, tonight is a big day in my life to take a 
decision with him, and your lives too.  
Even though, even though you have everything, if you don’t have the 
mental peace, peace of mind… stressful life, how long, how far you 
keep go like this? In this Maya loka, unnecessary illusions is coming 
through your family life, your business life, your health problems… 
It’s all obstacles to making you to be clarity and to practice, to open 
up as much as you can for the true love. If you think, I always says, if 
you think, if you don’t have any desires in your life, no attachments 
in your life, how the life will be? If you think one minute, such a free 
bird, such a free bird… “Swami, I came here to complete the Mother 
strokes. Swami, I came here to complete the Big Boss strokes, to Baba 
strokes.” No problem, but what is the benefit after that? You have to 
know. You have to know.  
Two thousand years later you are with Swami Kaleshwar. On the 
day, the generation people, what they think? What they think? A 
right question asking person, a brilliant question, I always admire 
them. Wasting of the time for unnecessary silly things, it’s not 
advisable. Today that is my comment to you guys. Whenever the 
program is running tomorrow, starts the sharp, straight question, 
clear, done, that’s it - no more again arguments. But one thing I can 
say proudly, you all guys is eligible for to reach amazing abilities and 
pure consciousness stage. That’s only I can say it. But don’t 
underestimate the Baba and the dhuni. The Fire element is keep 
burning there. After several years later, it’s very difficult even to get 
in the temple and have a darshan.  
So, this is the precious, very auspicious time in your life. Try to 
maintain as much as the silence you can. Whatever the Mother leads, 
to wherever we need to go, we will go but, give the chance to the 
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Mother and let me drive that Mother steering. I hope you believe in 
me, I’m a good driver, but little rash driver… I quitted it, many 
things I quitted it. So, prepare the questionaries and maintain the 
silence, be unity and moreover, the gents try to make the three 
groups. Choose the each group as two leaders. The ladies, four 
groups, each group two leaders then it makes me easier to work. 
Whoever you feel comfortable, I don’t want you guys to be arguing 
and fighting and going in depression and emotionally going bumpy 
and no, no… and please to the Alahala lingam, that area, the menses 
women should not walk there on top of that. And inside Dwarkamai 
flames, I am heartfully asking, should not turn off, should not turn 
off.  And have a nice time.  
 
It’s time to go to the Big Boss Arathi. Good luck. Have a nice night. 
Good luck guys, take care.  
 

End of Talk 
 
 


